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30

30

(((((((Juz – 23 ))))))) 
they cannot save / 
deliver me /\�>.�� �l �&� 

23  

we strip, we withdraw  �v��)	�  

37  

they are plunged in 
darkness  �&(�����+8̀  

37  

measuring, decree  ����4�>	
  

38  

became, returned  	��	�  

39  

like the dried curved 
data stalk  �&(�K��@����M 

39  

the ladden �&(�',	����   

41  

so no helper (to hear 
their cry), shout  	v���	Z ����% 

43  

they will be disputing 
/ contending ?�5��	� �&(�� 

49  

will, disposition  9"	:�Z(	
  

50  

graves, tombs  �w�	4K�����  

51  

our grave bed / 
sleeping  �	��4�C�38  

52  

in occupations  !o�L�; $�%  

55  

happy, joyful �&(�*�M��%   

55  

fruit  U"	*�M��%  

57  

whatever they ask for  �&(��34	� �	8 

57  

im. pl. be apart, 
aside  ���J�	-8�  

59  

did nit I ordain  4	*��� W����  

60  

multitude, great 
numbers   �x����K  

62  

burn therein  �	�(��Z�  

64  

We grant long life ?��	@�� �j�  

68  

we cause (him) to 
bend (from 
straightness) 

?�G	.�� ��)  

68  

we have subdued  
them  �	��	.��0��y  

72  

decomposed, 
decayed  aW:�8	�  

78  

���-37 ������ ��� (�)%*�+��  

 �d�0%�35��	�   

1  

fg. those who check / 
repel / restraint  �d�	��K�3Y�� 

2  

to check / restraint / 
repel  ��̂K	J  

2  

fg. those who recite  �d�	:���3-��  

3  

rebellious  !����38  

7  

can not listen  �&(�@3�3)	� ��� 

8  

they are pelted  �&(/%�\�>��  

8  

outcast, driven away  ��̂(�X��  

9  

lasting harship, a 
constant torment  an�Z�	� aS��\	�9  

glistening, bright  n�C���  

10  

sticky  !S�J�0�  

11  

pl. disgraced, 
humiliated  �&����B�	�  

18  

shout  U1	�K	J  

19  

== 1/4 === QUARTER JUZ  1/4 === ر�� == 

cup  !z���M  

45  

headache  U{(�F  

47  

they get intoxicated  �&(/%�|��  

47  

fg. pl. women who 
restrain glance, gaze 

 �d�	��Z��C
 �[�0���  

48  

pp. closely guarded  U&(�.�G38  

49  

a companion aO����C   

51  

indeed to receive 
reward or 
punishment 

 �&(�.��4	���  

53  

look down  �&(�@��0�8̀  

54  

you cause me to ruin 
/ perish  �O�����-��  

56  

pp. (those) brought 
forward ����� 	O���	E' 

57  

name of a bitter tree 
with  thorns in hell  �p(�C3Y�� /1	�	N	;62  

root  �oZ��  

64  

so those who shall fill  �&��]���	��%  

66  

a mixture  �Q̂(	,��  

67  

they found  �(�7����  

69  

sick, off-mooded  aW:�>	I  

89  

then (he) turned  �}�	��%  

93  

hastening, hurriedly  �&(�%�Y	�  

94  

he had laid him 
prostrate  ��0�	
  

103 

forehead, temple  �V��	N���  

103 

that makes (things) 
clear  	V��	-)�����  

117 

name of an idol  �9�@	Q  

125 

you pass  �&��̀��	-��  

137 

ran away, fled  	t	Q��  

140 

He casted lots  	W	��	)�%  

141 

those who are 
condemned / 
rejected /  rebutted 

 	V�E	X4����� 

141 

then swallowed him  ��	��>	-����%  

142 

=== 1/2 === HALF JUZ  ��� === 1/2 === 

bare desert  h�	�	@���  

145 

those who can tempt 
(anyone)  to rebel  	V�.�
��%  

162 

one who is going to  �{�	Z  

163 

their courtyard  W�*�-	X�	I  

177 

����-38 ������ ���� ,  

when there was no 
longer  	d��� 	�  

3  

escape, flee away  !~�	.	8  

3  

invention  aP����-B�  

7  

so let them ascend 
up  �(/>	
�	:���%  

10  

pp. one who is 
defeated  ap��Y*	8  

11  

the owner of stakes  ���	
������ �/y 

12  

delay, deferment  !P�	(�%  

15  

our count/reward  �	.0��C  

16  

(man) of strength / 
hands  �4������ ��y  

17  

gathered, assembled  91	�(�,'	8  

19  

they climbed over 
wall  ����3(	)	
  

21  

and be not unjust  �q��,�
 ���	� 

22  

ninety-nine  �&(�@)�
	� a�)�
23  

ewe, young female 
sheep  9"	N@	�  

23  

hand it over to me   �	*:�.���7�M�� 

23  

he overcame me  $��3Y	�  

23  

partners (sr.:     �ٌ�ْ�ِ�َ)  h����������  

24  

a near access  ��7���Y��  

25  

like those who turn 
aside from right, 
wicked 

 ���3N/7����M  

28  

horses  �d�	.�%�35�� 

31  

the well-trained of 
highest breed  ���	:�N���  

31  

fg. gone out of sight  d	��	(	
  

32  

then he began  	t�7���%  

33  

gently  h�	B��  

36  

builder  h�3.	Q  

37  

diver  !~�3(�F  

37  

spend  O�.8�  

39  

im. strike, stamp  D/M��  

42  

handful of twigs, a 
little grass  �9TL�#  

44  

ni. and break not 
oath  �=	.'	
 ���	� 

44  

pl. chosen / excellent 
ones  ���	:B�����  

47  

pl. well matched 
companions  aS�	�
��  

52  

3/4 -THREE QUARTERS OF JUZ ���� - 3/4 
end, ceasing, 
exhaustion   !���73�  

54  

dark / murky fluid, 
pus  aP�3)�F  

57  

rushing headlong / 
blindly  aW�'	-�>8̀  

59  

no welcome  ��̂	X�	8 ���  

59  

they will burn in fire  ���3.�� �(/��	Z 

59  

pl. wicked, bad ones  ���	�;�����  

62  

the mutual dispute  �W�Z�	�	
  

64  

exalted chiefs, chiefs 
on heights  ��������� ����	���� 

69  

that I will fill  0&����8����  

85  

pl. impostors, 
pretenders ?���G	-����� 	V�7 

86  

����-39 ������ ���� �-����  

overlaps, rolls ?�(�G����   

5  

He bestows upon 
him  ����3(	B  

8  

built 3:�.�38 U"  

20  

withers up, turns 
yellow  ��:�*	�  

21  

chaff, crumbled to 
dust  �8̂����X  

21  

repeated, paired  	$����T38  

23  

fg. trembles, shivers  �̀�@	,�>	
  

23  

fg. softens  �V��	
  

23  

pl. quarreling among 
themselves �&(�)�M�	,	-�8  29  


